London, September 2017
Mishcon de Reya LLP selects DW Reporting Matter Pricing solution - Evaluate
Successful pilot results in full deployment of Evaluate.
DW Reporting, an international leading provider of Financial Business Intelligence and Matter Pricing software
to law firms is delighted to announce that Mishcon de Reya LLP has selected DW Reporting’s market-leading
matter pricing and budgeting solution, Evaluate.
“As a result of a very successful pilot process, Mishcon de Reya has selected Evaluate to support its approach
to data-driven matter pricing, budgeting and tracking, enabling greater insights into the efficient management,
process and profitability of legal transactions. The solution will now be rolled out to more departments within
the firm. Ultimately this technology further enhances the client relationship by providing an up to date and
accurate statement of costs incurred against budget. This leads to a more timely conversation with the client
should the budget or scope of the matter need to be adjusted” says Richard Hill, Evaluate Regional Manager
EMEA for DW Reporting.
“I’m delighted to welcome yet another prestigious law firm into our ever growing user community” says Dan
Wales, Managing Director of DW Reporting. “Mishcon de Reya is known for its innovative and collaborative
approach to new technologies within the legal sector, and we are very much looking forward to continuing our
relationship with the firm” concludes Wales.
“After a lengthy review of the market, and a very successful pilot, we have selected Evaluate Matter Pricing to
help the firm provide a more detailed and personalised approach to our pricing of individual matters. Evaluate
will allow the firm to be far more detailed and granular in our approach to pricing, with the ability to
automatically review historical matter data and use that to help guide future pricing for similar matters. Once
the budget has been approved with the client, the tool will also allow us to monitor the budget in real time
against actual, thus providing an up to date picture of progress at any point in time, leading to a more
informed relationship with the client” – Commented Simon Kosminsky, Chief Information Officer.

About Mishcon de Reya LLP
With more than 700 people, Mishcon de Reya is an independent law firm with an international footprint and
offices in London and New York. We service an international community of clients and provide advice in
situations where the constraints of geography often do not apply. The work we undertake is cross-border,
multi-jurisdictional and complex.
Our clients are dynamic and sophisticated and we reflect that in our belief in challenging the conventional or
accepted ways of working. We like to solve problems quickly. We fiercely guard our clients’ interests,
recognising the significant nexus between business affairs and personal affairs and the ways in which this
affects our clients.
We appreciate the privilege of sitting alongside our clients as a trusted advisor. Building strong personal
connections to our clients and their businesses is important to us. It is for these reasons we say ‘It’s business.
But it’s personal’.

About DW Reporting
Headquartered in London, UK, with offices in North America - DW Reporting is an independent finance
systems, data and reporting consultancy. Specialising in data, reporting, pricing and BI solutions within the
professional services industry.
Supporting our clients and partners globally, our team has over 70 years’ combined industry experience.
DW Reporting provides it’s Quantum Enterprise BI, Evaluate Matter Pricing and Assign Managed Reporting
services to over 70 clients globally. To learn more, visit www.dwreporting.com Contact info@dwreporting.com

